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Backlit remote control
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True quality reveals 
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On the basis of the regulations of the HDCP Associa-
tion (digital content protection, LLC), no guarantee can
be given that HDCP copyright-protected materials will
be reproduced at all times.

Technical specifications of the NEC HT1100
Article Number 50024093
Display 1x1.78 cm (0.69˝) DMD ±12º chip (DDR) – DLP Technology™
Lamp 220 W DC NSH
Lamp Life 3,000* hours
Brightness (ANSI Lumens) 1,100
Contrast Ratio 3,500:1***
Lens F=2.5–2.7, f=22.2–26.7
Minimum Image Diagonal 76 cm (16:9)/(4:3)
Maximum Image Diagonal 508 cm (16:9)/(4:3)
Throwing Distance 1.0– 6.86 m (16:9)/0.9–6.3 m (4:3)
Projection Factor 1.5 –1.9:1
Colour Reproduction 16.77 million
Frequency horizontal: 15– 100 kHz (RGB: 24 – 100 kHz) – vertical: 48– 100 Hz
Recommended Resolution 1,024 x 768 (XGA)
Supported Resolutions 1,920x1,080 (HDTV 1,080p/60, HDTV 1,080 i/60, HDTV 1,080i/50), 1.280x1.024 (SXGA), 

1,280x720 (HDTV 720p) with Advanced AccuBlend™ technology, 1,024x768 (XGA), 800x600 (SVGA), 832x624 
(Mac), 640 x 480 (VGA/Mac), 720 x 480 (SDTV 480 p), 720 x 480 (DVD progressive), 720 x 576 (DVD progressive)

Input/Output Terminal
RGB Analog 1 Input: Mini D-Sub, 15-pin; component signal (YPbPr) and SCART-RGB via RGB
RGB Digital 1 Input: DVI-D (HDCP compatible)
Video 1 Input: Cinch
S-video 1 Input: DIN 4-pin
Component 1 Input: 3 x Cinch
Audio 4 Inputs: 3.5 mm Stereo mini jack
PC Control (RS-232) 1 Input: DIN 8-pin
PC-Card Slot 1 Input: PCMCIA Slot Type-2
Screen Trigger 1 Output: 3.5 mm Stereo mini jack
Video Signals PAL/PAL 60/NTSC/SECAM/NTSC 4.43/PAL-N/PAL-M
Audio Functions 2 x 2 Watt Stereo
Focus Adjustment Manual
Zoom Adjustment Manual
Benefits HDCP compatible, 10-bit Video decoder, IP-Converter with cinema detection, 

6-segment Colour wheel, digital 3D-Reform™-Keystone correction function (H = ± 25º, V= ±40º)**, 
Wired LAN function (optional), improved dust and smoke protection, sRGB, Screen Trigger, PC Card Slot, 

Remote control, RS-232 control function, help function, Plug & Play, Sweet Vision 2
Remote Control 3D-Reform™ control, source select, viewer control, auto picture adjustment, picture mute-,

volume-, magnify-, freeze-, aspect ratio-, effector-, help-function, backlight on/off
Dimensions (W x H x D) 260 x 92 x 275 mm (without feet and lens)
Weight 3.2 kg
Power Supply 100 –120/200 –240 V AC/50– 60 Hz
Power Consumption 290 W (max.)/Stand by mode 0.6 W
Fan Noise 29 dB (A)*
Safety/Ergonomics CE, TÜV, GS
Warranty Projector: 3 years pan-European on-site service

Lamp: 2,000 hours, max. 6 months
Shipping Contents Projector, backlit IR-Remote control, Mini D-Sub Signal cable, Audio cable, Composite Video cable,

S Video Cable, Component Video Cable, SCART Adapter, Power cord, lens cap, soft case, users manual
Optional Accessories Lamp, Ceiling mount kit
* = ECO MODE   ** = horizontal/vertical/diagonal Keystone correction    *** = with IRIS
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the HT1100 features a colour wheel that
includes not just four but six segments.
This results in a completely natural image
without rainbow effects, because on the
one hand white is composed of RGB co-
lours, and on the other, the image is made
up of two doses of red, two of green and
two of blue. In order for this outstanding
picture to then become properly visible,
the HT1100 is equipped with a wide-angle
lens, which makes it possible to achieve
an extremely large image even at short
range. The fact that this projector cannot
be heard when it is in operation is some-
thing that will make the industry prick up
its ears: barely audible at a level of 29 dB,

this is one of the quietest projectors on
the market. It also incorporates 3D Y/C
separation for digital noise suppression
with NTSC materials. Its two in-built 
2-watt stereo loudspeakers, on the other
hand, certainly allow for full audibility.  

Unpack it, hook it up and off you go …
The HT1100 would not be the HT1100 if 
it were to function in any other way than
on the basis of Plug & Play. It already in-
cludes HDTV (high definition television)
capability by way of its VGA input chan-
nel. However, if the data is in digital form,
e.g. from a computer, it may also be di-
rectly transmitted by way of DVI-D (Digi-
tal Visual Interface) which, by contrast
with VGA, dispenses with the need for
double conversion. Whatever you want,
whether it’s S-video, video, audio, RGB 
or Y/Cb/Cr, this projector gives you a wide
range of connection options. It is simple
to operate the remote controls and to 
select the data source. A point that will
appeal to high-tech enthusiasts – the
backlit remote control not only allows you
to set all the functions, but on top of that,
allows you to carry out fine adjustments
to suit your own individual preferences. 
It goes without saying that the projector
can process PAL-progressive signals such
as are transmitted by high-class DVD
players. In this mode the image is not 
built up line by line, as is otherwise 
usually the case; instead, all the lines are
initially stored, and then read out in pro-
gressive sequence. This means that the

line structure is no longer visible, and line
flicker is eliminated. In addition to this the
HT1100 has an Advanced Colour Manage-
ment system, which gives you a great deal
more flexibility than is normal when you
wish to adjust the colours individually to
the various applications and input sources.

This completes the picture of the
projector.
The HT1100 includes a PC card slot, making
it a simple matter for you to read in data
or pictures  from the CompactFlash-card
of your digital camera – so, for example,
there is now nothing to stop you having 
a spontaneous evening slideshow. A furt-
her special feature: in terms of outward
appearance the HT1100 has a silver finish
and an appealingly elegant design, but it
shines internally as well, as it includes a
special protective casing which means
that it is hardly affected at all by dust 
or cigarette smoke - a further advantage
that should not be underestimated. In
conclusion, we hope that you will have 
a lot of fun with your Home Cinema 
and you can be quite certain that with 
the HT1100 the fun will go on for much,
much longer!

HT1100. 
The visible difference.

In terms of projectors, NEC is the leader
in the professional sector, and as a great
innovator it is also frequently a step or
two ahead of its competitors. This tech-
nological edge shows itself in the field
of home cinema too – the area for which
the HT1100 was specially developed.
Manufactured with a full range of tech-
nological highlights, it is miles ahead of
anything that many of the competing
models can even begin to come up with.
As such it is no wonder that the HT1100
has established a new standard.

There is one unique feature that shows that
the HT1100 has been specially developed
for use in the context of home cinema,
and that is its unbelievable contrast range.
It is not just a high level of ANSI lumen
brightness that guarantees unforgettable
visual pleasure – even though the HT1100
is quite powerful enough in this respect,
with an ANSI lumen of 1,100 – it is also
important that the level of contrast should
be as high as possible, to ensure the 
adequate representation of darker tones.

Its high level of contrast is unique.
This is something that no other home
cinema projector can reproduce at 
the present time. The HT1100 allows for
continuously variable setting of the level

of contrast from 2,000:1 to
3,500:1 – this amounts to
twice the contrast achieved
by a traditional film in the
cinema. This high degree of
contrast makes for an un-
rivalled brilliance of colour, 
as well as achieving the 
sharpest contours in the re-
production of images – even
old black and white films will come out
just a tad sharper and a degree more bril-
liant. In addition, there is the remarkable
effect whereby even the smallest details
suddenly become conspicuously visible.

3D Reform brings the dead angle back
to life again.
What use is the most brilliant picture if the
spatial features of the room mean that an
ideal position for the projector just cannot
be found? That is why the HT1100 incor-
porates 3D Reform technology, enabling
you to carry out horizontal, vertical and
diagonal trapezoidal adjustments. In prac-
tice this means that even with projection
from the side – i.e. at an angle that would
otherwise result in a completely distorted
image on the screen – the individual bor-
ders of the picture can easily be selected
and corrected. The happy ending – a pic-
ture that is completely undistorted.

Image shift allows change of format
to be fully centred every time. 

Many home cinema fans
would like to attach

their projector 
to the ceiling

or mount it 
on a shelf.
But when
you chan-
ge the

picture format, the diffi-
culties begin – as soon as
the format is switched, the
picture is no longer located
in the middle of the screen.
The HT1100 does not suffer
from this problem. Whether
the switch is from 16:9 to
4:3, or vice versa, the image
shift feature always allows

you to recentre the picture back into the
middle of the screen at the touch of a
button. Moreover, its blanking function
ensures that the black bar – as with cine-
matic films shown on television – does
not even appear. Talking of television -
whereas television only shows 95% of all
the image data supplied, with the HT1100
it is 100% all the way. 

HT1100 technical features go much
further than that.
The chip of the HT1100 is very special. 
It allows for a so called line
doubler to superimpose a 
second picture over the first,
so that the picture created 
is free of any flickering, thus
more stable and of higher
quality. This also has the ef-
fect of suppressing any mer-
ging of brightness or colour,
as well as any impurities, and
movement can be processed
even more rapidly. In addition
the projector also includes
the DLP technology of Texas
Instruments - incorporating 
a DMD chip with Double Data
Rate (DDR) – which further-
more ensures crystal clear,
high-contrast images. In ad-
dition to this, and by contrast
with many other projectors,

In terms of contrast level,
this projector is unbeatable. 

3D Reform: customised trapezoidal correction, for ideal picture quality.


